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To get the best possible light seal, attach the face fabric  
to the back of dust board at least 1" deep. Lift Cord  

can route to the backside of the shade thru grommets.  
Place Grommets 4 to 5 inches down_from dustboard. 
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Instructions to String the Cord Lock 22-CL11-22-CL14 

 
 ***We suggest stringing the cord lock before mounting on the board*** 

 
 The Cord Lock is designed to work with all sizes of our Poly Cord: 
 1.4mm (Stock #22-LC14), 1.8 mm (Stock #22-LCI 8). 
 *Maximum number of lift cords per Cord Lock is 6. If more than 6 lift cords are needed, use Cord Lock 22-

CL14.  
 *Maximum shade weight is 20 lbs. (Not including the weight of the head-rail or Dust Board). 
 The unique design resists sticking or jamming of lift cords inside the Cord Lock. 
 The Cord Lock can be mounted on the right or left side of the shade and swivels forward and backward for 

smoother operation. 
 For heavier shades, use Cord Idlers (22-CL19) instead of screw eyes. 

 
Fig 1 Our Suggested Method of Making A Fabric S View 
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Fig 2. An Alternative Method of Making A Fabric Shade (View From Backside of Shade) 

Stringing the Cord Lock: 
Fig 1 shows a typical shade. When wringing placement of rings, try to achieve a typical spacing of 8" to 12" between rows ()flings (Fig 2). 
Use one lift cord for each rows of rings. Almost every lift cord will be a different length, so measure each one. Add an extra foot or two to 
each cord before cutting, you can trim off the extra later. String the cord lock before mounting to the board. Figs 3 set 4. String the Lone-
Edge Lift Cord through the center slot in the guide wires, over the small wheel and out the smaller opening of the Cord Lock. String the 
other lift cords using the other slots of the guide wires, trying to keep the same number of cords per slot. If one or more slots must has-e a 
higher number of cords, it is best to use those slots located in the middle. After stringing through the slots, other lift cords go over the 
large wheel and out the larger side opening. We recommend threading the cord lock from the bottom of the cord lock. With the brass 
roller on the bottom as shown in Fig 3. If this is too difficult. Feel free to try threading from the top. Using small tweezers may also be 
helpful. After completely stringing the lift cords through the Cord Lock. Mount the Cord Lock to the dust board. Do not spray the Cord Lock 
with any lubricants or silicone spray. Route all the lift cords through the Screw Eyes and Rings. Securely tie each lift cord to the bottom ring 
of each row. When the shade is all the way down, knot all the lift cords together as close as possible to the cord lock. This will help the  

 

 

 

 


